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Agenda

• Introduction
• Report Launch
• Slidedeck summary
• Discussion
• Next webinars
• Closing
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Mission: to increase both knowledge and use of blockchain technology in the
Netherlands, thereby speeding up the decentralisation of digital infrastructure.
How: The Triple Helix: Collaboration between the government, businesses, and
educational institutions, with the Dutch Blockchain Coalition (DBC) as a driving force 
(DBC serving as the "4th party" in the triple helix)

2017-2018

STARTING 
PHASE

Bringing together the 
ecosystem

2019-2020

FIRST USE-
CASES

Public-private partnerships

2020-2025...

DEVELOPMENTS 
AND 

COLLABORATION

Continued development of the 
foundation for sustainable innovation 

and collaboration in the field of 
blockchain and decentralized 

technologies.

Dutch Blockchain Coalition



Missiedoorsnijdende bouwblokken voor het NPE
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Identities for digital...

Individuals Organizations Things

Tokens for digital…

Ownership Value transfer Shareholding Voting power

Blockchain as part of the key technologies in the Top Sector ICT has led to a number of 
fundamental building blocks that can be used to help achieve the energy transition.
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Launched!
• What are carbon markets?
• Critique on carbon markets
• Proposed solutions
• Web3 contributions
• Should we actually pursue this?
• What DBC partner do
• How to continue from here



Summary of the report

PROBLEMS

• To maintain integrity in the carbon 
market, new principles are being 
developed, for which web3 solutions are 
essential building blocks

• Current methods raise questions about 
feasibility in reaching climate goals, and 
have operational issues, that proposed 
web3 solutions can help solve.

• A sole focus on carbon as a lever for 
change omits important contextual 
factors that create perverse incentives. 
The web3 space of ReFi takes a broader 
approach to climate impact.
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SOLUTIONS WEB3

INTEGRITY MRV PRINCIPLES DECENTRALISED MRV

SHORTCOMING
METHODS

NEW METHODS DECENTRALISED 
METHODS

CARBON
TUNNELVISION

HOLISTIC
IMPACT VIEW

REGENERATIVE
FINANCE



What are carbon markets?
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• Regulated vs voluntary
• Methodologies
• Registers
• Exchanges

Carbon markets are systems through which countries or industrial players buy and sell permits or credits 
to emit carbon dioxide, incentivizing reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by assigning a monetary 
value to each ton of emissions produced.



Capturing a physical system in an economic incentive

Xia, Q.; Li, L.; Dong, J.; Zhang, B. Reduction Effect and Mechanism Analysis of Carbon Trading Policy on
Carbon Emissions from Land Use. Sustainability 2021, 13, 9558. https://doi.org/10.3390/su13179558



Global Trend in regulated markets / taxations

https://carbonpricingdash
board.worldbank.org/ma
p_data



The Origins

Voluntary came before regulated, but is recuperating in the last years.



Voluntary Carbon Market 

https://darcypartners.com/r
esearch/voluntary-vs-
compliance-carbon-markets



Voluntary Carbon Market 



What themes registries issue on

“World Bank. 2021. State and Trends
of Carbon Pricing
2021. © Washington, DC: World 
Bank. http://hdl.handle.net/10986/35
620 License: CC BY 3.0 IGO.”

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/igo


Market size



Projected growth

https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/delicious-
and-abundant-yes-were-talking-about-voluntary-
carbon-markets/



What are the critiques?
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• Integrity
• Shortcoming 

Methods
• Carbon 

Tunnelvision

Carbon markets have 
received negative feedback 
due to investigations into the 
effectiveness of the 
mechanisms as well as the 
negative side effects this 
creates. The main issues are:



Framing of challenges

• Lack of transparency, integrity and
confidence in the monitoring, issuance, sale, 
retirement and benefits distribution of
carbon credits, as well as in third-party
certifications -> INTEGRITY

• Insufficient scale to meet climate
commitments -> SHORTCOMING METHODS

• Inaccessibility, inequity and lack of
participation in carbon markets by women, 
local communities, smallholder land
stewards, Indigenous people and other
vulnerable populations -> CARBON 
TUNNELVISION
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Integrity
Trust, fraud and profit at all cost.



Scrutiny in the media



EU Fraud ...and a bit of realism
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Voluntary Carbon Market Critiques
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Reaching the general public and the court
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Web3 is not innocent
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Web3 leads to zombies?
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Perverse incentives
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https://www.context.ne
ws/net-zero/long-
read/fears-of-subprime-
carbon-assets-stall-
crypto-rainforest-
mission
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Shortcoming methods
Trust, fraud and profit at all cost.

POWERED FOR?

--------------



What if reduction is not enough?
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Wind farms out of operation
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Payback time of solar panels
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Consumption behaviour
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What can go wrong whilst planting a tree
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Registries adapting
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Carbon Tunnelvision



Why are we planting again?
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Labour rights under pressure
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https://www.context.news/net-
zero/long-read/fears-of-
subprime-carbon-assets-stall-
crypto-rainforest-mission



Reality is more complex
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What are the future solutions?
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The critiques 
have been felt. A 
large and diverse 
ecosystem on 
global and local 
scales have been 
looking for 
solutions.



What are the web3 solutions?
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MRV – Digital / Decentralised / Participatiry
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ETS is adapting
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MRV Principles
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Principles for the voluntary market
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https://icvcm.org/the-core-carbon-principles/ https://files.worldwildlife.org/wwfcmsprod/files/Publication/file/9okv1wuk47_MethodologyFor
AssessingTheQualityOfCarbonCredits_v2.0.pdf



Already complex proces with more burdens
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MRV Principles
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• Costly - It is, and many low-income countries new to emissions reduction transactions lack the
capacity to do MRV themselves. Many rely on international firms, which can be costly and undermine
sustainability and country ownership. MRV capacity building figures heavily into the grants that trust 
funds provide to countries to prepare emissions reduction programs.

• Complex - But MRV requires careful measurement, reporting, and verification to ensure results are 
real before payments are made. MRV systems are complex and require multiple steps to get from 
emissions reduced on the ground to payments received in hand.

• Manually intensive - Verifiers often need to sift through large volumes of data, so well-
documented results that thoroughly demonstrate accuracy, transparency, and compliance with the
standard can help smooth the process.

• Inflexible – A carbon credit does integrate continuous monitoring of emission reduction sites.

• Long - The entire MRV cycle can take a year or more to complete.

``
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits


Digital MRV?
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https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2022/07/27/what-you-need-to-know-about-the-measurement-reporting-and-verification-mrv-of-carbon-credits



Deeper into Digital MRV

Digital MRV

Decentralised 
MRV

Participatory 
MRV
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Making use of remote sensing and machine learning practices that have low
marginal cost and remove manual labour

Making use of multi-party and transparent MRV processes creating a more open 
ecosystem that is able to build on itself and others

Making use of a group of participatory MRV systems, using local actors from
emission reduction sites and data collection, interpretation, analysis and
verfication



WEB3 Elements within Decentralised & participatory MRV

Tokenization

Meta-
registries

Governing 
the 

commons
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converts carbon credits into digital tokens, facilitating transparent, and
easily tradable or trackable transactions of ownership. This process
enhances market accessibility and integrity, ensuring credits are 
verifiably managed and retired

interconnected digital platforms that synchronize various carbon credit
registries worldwide, preventing double counting of emissions reductions
by providing a unified, transparent tracking system. This overarching
system ensures integrity and enhances the reliability of carbon trading 
markets by maintaining a singular, accurate count of all issued, traded, 
and retired carbon credits globally.

through decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) ensuringa
community-driven approach where rules and decisions about natural 
assets are made collectively without central authority, ensuring
sustainable and equitable management. This method empowers local 
stakeholders, reduces bureaucratic inefficiencies, and utilizes 
transparent, consensus-driven governance models to preserve shared
environmental resources.



Global Support for Tokenization of Carbon Credits
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https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/
publication/a1abead2-de91-5992-bb7a-
73d8aaaf767f

Tokenization is in line with the core carbon principles, 
according to the world bank and the WEF

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/Recommenda
tions_for_the_Digital_Voluntary_and_Regulat
ed_Carbon_Markets.pdf



How to tokenize carbon credits
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https://blog.toucan.earth/tokenization-of-carbon-
credits-explained/



Tokens from the Decentralised MRV ecosystem
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Relative size of the tokenized market
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Registries responding
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Registries reflecting
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https://verra.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Verras-Approach-To-Third-Party-Crypto-
Instruments-And-Tokens-Public-Consultation-Summary-of-Comments-1-1.pdf

https://www.goldstandard.org/sites/default/files/documents/consultati
on_feedback_report_-_tokenisation_-_feb2023_0.pdf



Registries reflecting
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https://blog.toucan.earth/verra-consultation-summary/

• KYC
• Double Issuance and counting

• Reactivation of credits
• Fractionalization of credits

• Energy footprint
• Safety & Compliance

An important step to collaboration between
web3 and the legacy market! Discussions are 
not settled on issues like:



A digitized and decentralised form of MRV
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Token-based exchanges

“The Exchange also utilises the speed
and efficiency of the blockchain to
achieve atomic T-0 trade execution, 
clearing and settlement. The 
Exchange’s core matching engine can
currently match trades in the order
~10k per second.”
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Fragmentation and lack of interoperability

• While the bottom-up nature of the Paris Agreement gives
flexibility to countries in managing and tracking their climate
action, there is no guidance on how to connect disparate 
registry systems.

• A common data system is needed to collect and structure all
openly accessible data on the lifecycle of carbon credits to
enhance transparency, trust, and integrity.

https://blogs.worldbank.org/climatechange/why-data-infrastructure-key-transparent-
carbon-market?cid=ccg_tt_climatechange_en_ext
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Meta-registries & multi-party verification ecosystems

Some point to the idea of a “meta-
registry” – a long-term vision
espoused by Toucan, Regen, 
and other players in the carbon-
bridge space – whereby anyone
can add a carbon credit to the
blockchain. Rather than a few
establishment gatekeepers like 
Verra and Gold Standard 
verifying most voluntary credits, 
this meta-registry approach 
would theoretically lead to the
proliferation of a new class of
offsetting projects for whom
existing verification methods are 
too restrictive.

https://www.coindesk.com/layer2/202
2/03/27/crypto-carbon-can-
blockchain-networks-fix-carbon-
offsets/
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Connecting registries
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How Chia markets itself
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Governing the Commons

One of the principles for being 
governing commons, according to Elinor 
Ostrom, is:
Develop a system, carried out by
community members, for monitoring
members’ behavior.
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Tranlating this to managing data commons on top of natural commons, is that
effective monitoring by monitors who are part of, or accountable to, the
appropriators it required. This means that compliance with the rules established is
monitored and that users of the commons have an active role in monitoring
compliance. With regard to data commons, this includes monitoring of data 
production processes — ongoing validation of data integrity, verification of data 
quality, — as well as monitoring data access and use.

https://foundation.mozilla.org/en/blog/a-practical-framework-for-applying-ostroms-principles-to-data-
commons-governance/



Measure to Earn
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Building new data collection and validator networks
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Economic and Legislative embedding of communities around natural assets
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Community-driven equals science
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Towards decentralised methods
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Anything can be a methodology

• For a rough calculation, if we had an outdated figure of 50 million tonnes
of CO2 for the annual carbon footprint of Bitcoin mining, and one
carbon credit was worth $20 USD, then:

50,000,000 tonnes CO2 x $20 USD/tonne CO2 

= $1 billion USD in carbon credits anually if Bitcoin would switch to PoS.

(as if that would happen, also the methodology was put on hold)
68



New possibilities with decentralised technologies

Web3 infrastructures are allowing us to imagine new 
methodologies. Some examples are:

Carbon Debits Granular Energy 
Certificates

Proof of unused oil 
reserves

Micro carbon 
removal certificates

Emissionless 
procurement through 

product passports

Tiny Forests ETS for residential 
emissions
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Carbon Debits

“Credits are a loan on the future promised
carbon removal...debits are actual carbon
removal”
• Tree planting

• Proof of Life

• High ROI tree programs

• Gamification

• Supporting locals / Social Impact

• Increase trust with blockchain technology

• Certification/audits and data API for accountability
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Granular Energy Certificates – 24/7 Carbon Free
Also called Time-based energy attribute certificates
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Proof of unused oil reserves

https://www.zerosix.co/media/zumj2bnv/zerosix-protocol-executive-summary.pdf
72

The protocol is embedded in a digital solution that guarantees compliance and
independent verifiability Compliance with the protocol is controlled and digitally
recorded using a blockchain-based decentralized application, the ZeroSix
digital solution. The ZeroSix digital solution ensures: 

• Aspects of project governance, including overall adherence to the protocol
• Project verification, with digital signatures from independent third-party verifiers
• Transparency, by publicly storing project documentation on the InterPlanetary

File System (IPFS), which is an immutable and tamper-proof distributed file 
storage system 

• Minting and distribution of the ZeroSix tokens 
• Tracking and elimination of double counting.



Micro Carbon Removal
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Terrestial 
Storage

Biochar

Geological
storage

Carbonated
materials

Enhanced
weathering



Emissionless procurement (product passports)
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ETS for individuals and Households
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https://futurium.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2021-06/Using%20Blockchain%20for%20Emissions%20Trading%20System%20%28ETS%29%20-

%20Potential%20Developments%20and%20Suggestions.pdf



Tiny Forests
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/606cb05a7a012f3e0371e0a4/t/63c

5157c1aa905392bdf6ba0/1673860510286/2023-
01_OpenForestProtocol_WhitePaper.pdf



Towards Regenerative Finance
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Taking a holistic perspective
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https://reimaginesustainability.com/from-a-carbon-tunnel-vision-to-a-holistic-collaboration-approach/
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https://files.worldwildlife.org/wwfcmsprod/files/Publication/file/3xmko1y5k5_wwf___beyo
nd_carbon_credits_blueprint.pdf



https://www.reuters.com/sustainability/land-use-
biodiversity/comment-why-biodiversity-is-about-go-
mainstream-esg-investing-2023-10-26/
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A data strategy for impact information management
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ReFi Building Blocks of Interest

Impact 
Certificates

Biodiversity 
Credits

Regenerative 
Communities
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General purpose infrastructure for creating impact markets

The most developed ecosystem surrounding ecosystem impact

A new model for organising around public goods, where the people
themselves are public goods too.



Why impact certificates?
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Impact certificates being suggested
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General Purpose Impact Infrastructur - Hypercerts
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https://hypercerts.org/



Biodiversity credits – Institutional initiatives
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Biodiversity credits - Private initiatives
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Regenerative communities
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The Web3 community working on holistic approaches
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The rise of the ReFi ecosystem
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https://blog.refi
dao.com/refi-
roundup-2022/



Examples of ReFi project
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ReFi Communities
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Blog on Conference Funding the Commons

93https://www.dutchblockchaincoalition.org/nieuws/highlights-of-visiting-funding-the-
commons-paris



Funding Public Goods with Quadratic Funding
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Examples of regenerative communities
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Gamifying natural conservation
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Discussion
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• Illusions of green capitalism
• More or less technology
• Good ideas in practice
• Incentives and behaviour
• Intention vs Image

Now all that seems nice, but is this really 
something we should be pursueing? We 
discuss:



Illusions of green capitalism

Should we make markets out of everything if we can’t even figure out carbon?

“The trouble is that green capitalist
solutions aren’t making a material 
difference. Emissions aren’t
falling. Carbon markets aren’t
working. The carbon offsets 
market is rife with corruption, 
exploitation and dubious claims. 
These false solutions have been a 
distraction.”

https://earthbound.report/2022/07/11/book-
review-the-value-of-a-whale-by-adrienne-
buller/
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Technology alone is not enough

Technology and needs law to be fully effective. Rights for nature, allows a forest to own itself, the 
technology can make it operable.
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Good ideas in practice
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Incentives and behaviour
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Intention versus image
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Conclusion
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How do we continue?
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• A carbon credit working group with 2Tokens and Pando Exchange
• Designing a tokenized credit for households using solar panels following the 

Core Carbon Principles

• Exploring Climate Funding with Quadratic Funding & Gamification
• Webinars on 7th and 14th of November

• Exploring the need for a ReFi NL community
• Send me a message if you want to be part

• Connecting to other DBC projects
• Product passports, organisational wallets, identity wallets
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